Sequence analysis of a functional member of the Em gene family from wheat.
We report the complete sequence of one functional member of the Em gene family whose expression in wheat embryos is regulated by a complex set of environmental and developmental controls, including the phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA). The Em coding region contains one short intron, and there is an inverted repeat in the transcribed 3'-flanking region. A 646 bp fragment from the 5' promoter, which was previously shown to direct ABA-regulated expression in transformed tobacco tissue and rice cells, is characterized by: (1) three stretches of between 33 and 73 nucleotides of A/T rich (greater than 86%) boxes, (2) one copy of an eight bp palindrome (CATGCATG) which is identical to the RY repeat found in the 5' promoters of many legume genes expressed during embryo development, (3) 15 copies of a six bp repeat (PuCACGPy), found primarily in the 5' region, and (4) two sequences in the ABA-response region, CGAGCAG and a CACGT motif, both of which are conserved in 5' non-coding regions of other plant genes that are expressed in response to ABA and/or in embryos. These sequence comparisons are discussed in relation to the regulation of Em gene expression and other ABA-regulated genes.